
 
Form Assembly of Class VII held at Sat Paul Mittal School 

 

A Form Assembly ‘Yaadon ki Baarat’ was proudly presented by Class VII on 26th May, 2023 at Sat 

Paul Mittal School, Ludhiana. It showcased a unique musical journey engaging the audience with 

rib tickling anecdotes from the lives of legendary musicians like Kishore Kumar and R.D. Burman.   

Satyans Ayaana and Ginisha extended a heartfelt welcome to the revered guests and the worthy 

parents. Satyans masterfully elaborated the parallel between decades-old music and present day 

tunes through the characters of one of the most celebrated television serial ‘Tarak Mehta Ka 

Ooltah Chashmah’. The cultural extravaganza began with a lively ensemble ‘Har Taraf Har Jagah’ 

seeking divine blessings. The excitement kicked off when the protagonists of the assembly 

‘Tappu’ and ‘Dadaji’ got teleported to various TV shows like Yaadon ki Baarat, Rendezvous with 

Simi Grewal and Indian Idol wherein renowned musicians and singers shared fragments of their 

lives. The audience were left awestruck by the hardships faced by these well-known celebrities 

and their relentless struggle to overcome them. 

The iconic songs from each era transformed the stage into a lively ambiance and filled the 

auditorium with enchanting renditions of both contemporary and traditional songs. The grand 

finale was a dance performance on medley of songs exhibiting various transitions in Indian music 

over the decades, including the emergence of Indian pop music, the rise of Bollywood music, and 

the fusion of traditional and modern sounds. The dance sequence was a visual delight and a 

pleasure to behold.  

Satyans of Class VII received a resounding applause and praise from the Principal and the dear 

parents. The fiesta served as a testament to the students' commitment and passion. The event 

showcased the holistic development nurtured at Sat Paul Mittal School, emphasizing the 

importance of culture and its profound impact on students' growth and well-being. 


